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ABSTRACT Dermoscopic images suffer from irregular and vague boundaries. New directions established
the neutrosophic set (NS) approaches for clustering, and segmenting the dermoscopic images. In this work,
an accurate segmentation process was developed by mapping initially the dermoscopic images to the NS
domain. Thus, the neutrosophic image was defined by three subsets, namely True (T ), Indeterminacy (I )
and False (F). For accurate boundary detection and segmentation, different high pass (HP) filter types were
used in the definition of I subset and low pass (LP) filter types in the definition of T . These filters form a
new way to obtain an NS image for segmenting dermoscopy images. A comparative study was carried on the
ISIC2016 skin lesion dermoscopic images dataset using different combinations of NS filter types and sizes.
The results depicted the superiority of using an unsharp filter in implementing the I subset and an average
filter for the T subset. 96% segmentation accuracy was reported using the proposed design compared to 92%
accuracy using the default NS definition.
INDEX TERMS Neutrosophic set, dermoscopic images, unsharp filter, average filter, image segmentation.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most challenging tasks in healthcare is the accurate
diagnosis due to the dependency on the physicians’ experience along with the fuzziness in the medical images. For
precise instinctive diagnosis, several medical image processing procedures, such as denoising, clustering, segmentation,
and classification, have been presented based on fuzzy theory to infer the intrinsic vagueness, ambiguity, and uncertainty [1]–[3]. However, fuzzy-based approaches are sensitive
to the artifacts and noise; thus, do not deliberate the pixels’
spatial context [4]. To overcome this drawback, the neutrosophic concept which introduced by Smarandache as a
generalization of the fuzzy set [5], [6], was applied. Generally, neutrosophic set (NS) generalizes the perception of
the fuzzy-based approaches including the fuzzy set, and intuitionistic fuzzy set [7].
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By integrating medical image analysis with the NS, several computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems have been
developed in the clinical care. Accordingly, researchers
developed different NS-based medical image segmentation
methods for lesions and abnormalities detection in CAD systems [8]–[12]. Cheng and Guo [13] applied a thresholding
based segmentation method after transforming the image in
the NS domain. The three NS subsets, namely True (T ),
Indeterminacy (I ), and False (F) were generated. Then,
the entropy in NS was calculated to estimate the indetermination. In addition, to reduce the set’s indetermination,
an λ-mean operation was employed. Sert and Alkan [14]
designed NS-based Chan–Vese segmentation approach for
edge detection. Zhang et al. [15] applied the neutrosophy
theory for image segmentation by mapping the image in the
NS domain and employed a watershed approach to segment
the image.
Furthermore, several studies were conducted on the
clustering-based segmentation algorithm using NS.
Shan et al. [16] proposed NS-based clustering procedure,
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called neutrosophic L-means (NLM) for segmentation. In NS
domain, Guo and Cheng [9] introduced fuzzy c-means clustering, where the entropy was used to calculate the indeterminacy of the image. An α-mean operator was proposed
for diminishing the indeterminacy to guarantee homogenous
image. Subsequently, the membership value in the fuzzy
c-means clustering was updated in consistent with the indeterminacy value to obtain the segmented image. Moreover,
Guo and Sengur [17] redefined a clustering convergence
criterion by integrating NS with an improved fuzzy c-means
(IFCM). Further, the same authors introduced the fuzzy
c-means clustering with NS context [18]. This procedure was
named neutrosophic c-means (NCM), where the clustering
procedure was considered a constrained minimization problem of a pre-defined objective function. Another clusteringbased segmentation, namely K-means was integrated with
the NS by Mohan et al. [19], where a non-local neutrosophic wiener filter was designed to enhance the image
quality. Recently, Ashour et al. [20] proposed a neutrosophic clustering with histogram estimation for dermoscopic
image segmentation. Histogram-based cluster estimation was
implemented firstly to determine the initial number of clusters in the image, and then the NCM algorithm was applied
for segmentation.
In the previous NS-based studies, median filter and Sobel
filter were used in the NS to implement the truth subset,
and indeterminacy subset, respectively. For accurate boundary detection and segmentation, the present work designed
a novel implementation of the T and I neutrosophic subsets to guarantee the superior segmentation performance for
dermoscopic image. Subsequently, a comparative study was
conducted on the size and type of the proposed NS filters
that compute the T and I neutrosophic subsets in the NS.
Different high-pass (HP) filters were employed to compute
the I subset, namely Prewitt, Sobel, kernel, double kernel,
and unsharp with different filter sizes. Moreover, different
low-pass (LP) filters were tested to obtain the T subset,
namely median, average, and order rank filters (minimum,
maximum). The k-means clustering process was utilized for
segmentation based on the values in T and I . The proposed
new NS subsets were evaluated to segment the dermoscopic
images’ lesions in the International Skin Imaging Collaboration (ISIC) 2016 Challenge dataset [21].
The structure of the rest sections is as follows. Section II
presents a new methodology for defining the neutrosophic
subsets. Section III contains the detailed results, comparative
studies and discussion. The conclusion of the present work is
denoted in section IV.
II. METHODOLOGY

The dermoscopic images have inconsistent structures and
suffer from asymmetrical and ambiguous boundaries along
with the existence of artifacts, noise, hair and air bubbles.
For precise analysis of skin lesions, several researchers transformed the dermoscopic images into the NS domain to solve
the uncertainty and indeterminacy during the segmentation
151048

process and to detect the boundaries of the lesion correctly [24], [25]. In this work, the k-means clustering is
employed for segmenting the skin lesions’ orbicular shape
and groups the pixels of the image into different clusters.
However, to increase the performance of the k-means, a new
definition of the NS filters is introduced to guarantee the
accurate boundary detection.
Usually, the HP filters are used for image enhancement,
while the LP filters are used for smoothing and noise suppression. Accordingly, the traditional definitions of the NS
subsets employed Sobel filter for computing the I subset, and
a median filter for representing the T subset [10], [17]–[20].
Typically, the unsharp filter has better performance to
enhance and sharpen the high frequency components in the
images compared to other HP filters, such as Prewitt, Sobel,
and kernel operators [22]. Moreover, the average (which is
linear filter) filter has good performance and high speed
compared to the median (which is a non-linear filter) in image
processing and analysis [23]. Subsequently, in the present
work, a new combination of the filters was proposed, where
unsharp filter and average filter were used to define the I and
T subsets, respectively. Likewise, the window size of each
filter was determined along with a comparative study with
other filter types. To evaluate the novel definition in the NS
subsets for the segmentation process, the ISIC 2016 dataset
was employed in this work.
A. NEUTROSOPHIC IMAGE

NS describes the indeterminacy and uncertainty in any environment. In the NS, three neutrosophic subsets, i.e. T , I ,
and F are defined for any event to represent the degrees of
truth, indeterminacy, and falsity, respectively. These subsets
are used to transform an image into the NS space creating a
neutrosophic image, which is represented as < T , I , F >.
Typically, the default NS was defined using Sobel filter
and median filter. The proposed work designed a new NS
definition on the dermoscopic images, where T represents
the skin lesion region, while I represents the lesion boundary
information, and F represents the background. Using the
minimum and maximum intensities Vmin and Vmax , the T and
F neutrosophic subsets are represented as follows [20], [25]:
V (l, m) − Vmin
Vminmax
F(l, m) = 1 − T (l, m)
T (l, m) =

(1)
(2)

where for each pixel V (l, m) in an image V , the three subsets
are given by {T (l, m) , I (l, m) , F (l, m)} in the neutrosophic
image. Furthermore, using the local average intensity ε(l, m),
the I neutrosophic subset is given by:
I (l, m) =

ε(l, m) − εmin
εminmax

(3)

where εmin and εmax are the minimum and maximum absolute
difference values, respectively, of the local mean-value, and
εminmax represents the difference between them. A HP filter
VOLUME 7, 2019
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H (a, b) is applied to calculate the indeterminacy of the NS
image.
In NS, the entropy specifies the pixels distribution in the
neutrosophic image. The entropy of I is measured using the
following expression:
Xmax{I }
EntI = −
prI (i)ln(prI (i))
(4)

This averaging process reduces the sharp transition in the
image’s intensities. Accordingly, the local mean T (l, m) can
be expressed using this average filter as follows:
1 Xm+s/2 Xl+s/2
Tlocal_average (l, m) =
V (a, b)
a=m−s/2
b=l−s/2
s×s
(7)

where prI (i) is probability of the pixel in the I subset. Consequently, the entropy of I is used to associate T and F with I .

where V (a, b) is the local image that filtered by H (a, b), and s
is the filter size. In the α-mean operation, a LP (average filter)
is employed to calculate the true subset of the neutrosophic
image, and then T is modified according to the values of I .
To use α-mean operation iteratively for updating T , the I
is used to determine the pixels that will be taken α-mean
operation. This α-mean operation used a threshold value α
to identify the pixels for updating the used pixels’ intensity
in T as follows:
(
Tlocal_average (l, m), I (l, m) > α
Tupdated (l, m) =
(8)
T (l, m),
I (l, m) ≤ α

i=min{I }

B. PROPOSED NEUTROSOPHIC SET DEFINITION
AND SEGMENTATION APPROACH
1) UNSHARP FILTER FOR I SUBSET DEFINITION

For precise mapping of the dermoscopic images into NS
domain, it is indispensable to select the type and size of
the HP filter for calculating the indeterminacy of the neutrosophic image. Unlike the Sobel filter which used in the
previous studies of NS [20], [25], the unsharp filter is an accurate sharpening operator that augments the high-frequency
components and boundary information [26]. Hence, in the
proposed work, an unsharp operator HUnsharp is used to represent the H (a, b) during the calculations of the I subset in
equations 3 and 4. Furthermore, a comparative study using
different HP filters is conducted to determine the best filter
design for calculating the I subset.
By applying the unsharp filter on an image O(x, y),
the formed gradient image P(x, y) is stated as:
P(x, y) = O(x, y) − Olowpass (x, y)

(5)

where Olowpass (x, y) is the processed O(x, y) image using the
LP filter. For refining, the high frequency component is added
back to the original image as follows:
OUnsharp (x, y) = O(x, y) + c ∗ P(x, y)

(6)

where c is a scaling constant. The unsharp filter HUnsharp with
size 3 × 3 can be represented as:

In addition, the HUnsharp of size 5 × 5 is represented as:

Then, Tupdated (l, m) is used to produce the new updated NS
image using the following formula:
Vmodified (l, m) = Vupdatedminmax min

(9)

Finally, the entropy of I is used as a terminating criterion of
the iterative process using a threshold δ, which is given by:
EntI (i) − EntI (i + 1)
<δ
EntI (i)

(10)

From the preceding methodology, the new definition of
the NS subset is proposed. For the dermoscopic images segmentation, I subset used an unsharp (HP) filter for boundary
detection of the skin lesion. Then, based on the αmean , which
are used in the updating of the final version of the T image
in the NS. In the present work, for skin lesion segmentation,
a dermoscopic image enhancement using hair removal was
conducted. Then, the red channel of the RGB image, which
contains all information about lesion, was transformed to
the NS domain using the new NS definition. The generated
components of the neutrosophic image are used to cluster the
pixels of the dermoscopic images. A threshold value is used
to update the T subset to obtain the modified version based on
the computed I subset. Then, the k-means clustering process
was applied for segmentation based on the values in T and I .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Therefore, the I subset is defined for each pixel in the NS
domain using the proposed HUnsharp .
2) AVERAGE FILTER FOR T SUBSET DEFINITION

The subset I is used to find the pixels that will be considered
while modifying the subset T in the next version NS finding.
Typically, the average filter is a linear spatial filter which
computes the pixels’ average in the mask neighborhood.
VOLUME 7, 2019

In this section, different filters were used to implement I
and T subsets to compare the proposed new NS filters with
combinations of different filters for evaluating the performance of the proposed NS filters design (definition). Thus,
for this comparative study, Prewitt, Sobel, kernel, double
kernel and unsharp filters with different sizes were used in the
design of the HP filters of the I subset. Additionally, another
different LP filters’ design for the T subset were used, namely
median, average, and order filter (minimum, and maximum).
Figure 1 illustrated the initial steps before using the NS filter
on images.
151049
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FIGURE 1. Initial pre-processing steps: (a) original images number
ISIC_0000153 and ISIC_0011082 at the upper row and the lower row,
respectively, (b) after hair removal filter, and (c) red channel of the
filtered image.

FIGURE 2. Comparative study of the different combinations for designing
the NS filter for the images with numbers in (a), where (b) proposed
unsharp of size 5 × 5 with average filter of size 3 × 3, (c) kernel of 9 × 9
with median filter of 3 × 3, (d) double kernel of 9 × 9 with maximum
order filter of size 3 × 3, and (e) unsharp of size 5 × 5 with minimum
order filter of size 3 × 3.

Different combinations of filters are used, and results are
compared visually in Figure 2, which displayed the final segmented skin lesion images. These combinations are unsharp
filter of size 5 × 5 with average filter of size 3 × 3, kernel
filter of 9 × 9 with median filter of 3 × 3, double kernel filter
of size 9 × 9 with maximum order filter of size 3 × 3, and
unsharp filter of size 5 × 5 with minimum order filter of size
3 × 3.
Figure 2 established that the best combinations consist
of using unsharp filter of size 5 × 5 with average filter of
size 3 × 3, or Laplacian kernel of 9 × 9 with median filter of
3 × 3. However, using the unsharp of size 5 × 5 with average
filter of size 3 × 3 provided more smooth borders compared
to using the kernel of 9 × 9 with median filter of 3 × 3.
Accordingly, Figures 3 demonstrated a comparison between
the unsharp of size 5 × 5 with average filter of size 3 × 3
commination, and the kernel of 9 × 9 with median filter of
3 × 3 combinations in terms of the NS steps for an example
using the image ISIC_0000153, respectively.
To evaluate the performance of the new NS filters design,
90 dermoscopy images from the ISIC2016 skin lesion
dermoscopic images were used. The segmentation performance was evaluated by measuring several metrics, including the Dice coefficient (Dice), JAC, accuracy, specificity,
151050

FIGURE 3. Comparative study in terms of the steps of the NS to obtain
the segmented image using the proposed unsharp of size 5 × 5 with
average filter of size 3 × 3 combination at the first row, and the Kernel of
9 × 9 with median filter of 3 × 3 at the second row of the figure for image
number ISIC_0000153, where (a) initial T image, (b) initial F image,
(c) last T version after the NS iterations, (d) Last F version after the last NS
iterations, (e) final NS output, (f) k-means output, and (g) the final
segmented image.

TABLE 1. Segmentation results comparison of different combinations.

and sensitivity [20]. The Dice measures the association
between S1 and S2 is given by:
Dice =

2|S1 ∩ S2 |
|S1 | + |S2 |

(11)

where ∪ and ∩ are the union and intersection operations,
respectively. Additionally, the JAC for J1 and J2 is defined
by:
J1 ∩ J2
(12)
J1 ∪ J2
where J1 and J2 are the segmented and ground-truth images,
respectively. The other metrics include accuracy which measures the ratio between the negative and positive results;
specificity which measures how the segmentation method
predicts the other regions in the image; and sensitivity which
measures the detection capability of the segmentation method
for detecting the lesion regions. Table 1 and Figure 4 reported
the average evaluation metrics over the used dataset images
using different combinations, where the ISIC2016 dataset
includes different sizes of skin lesion dermoscopic images.
The results in Table 1 established the superiority of the used
new NS filters definition even the used images have different
images’ sizes.
Table 1 and Figure 4 established the superiority of the
proposed unsharp 5×5 with average 3×3 combination for the
NS filter design compared to the other combinations in terms
of the measured evaluation metrics. In addition, the computational time of the NS with the different combinations are
reported in Figure 5.
However, the average computational time of the NS using
the different combinations stated that the unsharp 5 × 5
JAC(J1 , J2 ) =
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TABLE 2. Comparison between the traditional segmentation methods
with the proposed NS filters in terms of the average evaluation metrics.

FIGURE 4. Comparison in terms of the average evaluation metrics over
90 images using different combinations followed by k-means.

IV. CONCLUSION

FIGURE 5. Comparison in terms of the average computational time in
seconds over 90 images using different combinations followed by
k-means and using in the traditional k-means and GC methods.

with average 3 × 3 took the maximum computational time
of 22.07 seconds, while the kernel 9 × 9 with median 3 × 3
took less computational time of 5.17 seconds during the NS
process. The double kernel 9 × 9 with maximum order filter
3 × 3 followed by k-means requires the least time during
the NS process of 4.78 seconds in comparison to using the
other NS combinations. Another comparison in terms of the
different evaluation metrics using the traditional graph-cut,
k-means and the NS default filters (Sobel 3 × 3 with median
3 × 3) followed by k-means in comparison with the proposed
combinations of the NS filters followed by the k-means is
described in Table 2.
Table 2 illustrated the superiority of the proposed
NS definition for skin lesion segmentation. Accordingly,
it is recommended in the future work to integrate the
proposed NS definition with other segmentation methods. Moreover, the proposed definition can be tested
with different medical images from different modalities,
including microscopic images, ultrasound images, and magnetic resonance images to find the utmost appropriate NS
definitions.
VOLUME 7, 2019

Edge detection and segmentation are significant steps for
accurate recognition of skin lesion diseases in automated
diagnostic systems. Due to the fuzziness, irregular shape, and
intra-class inconsistency of the lesion boundaries, recently
NS is employed efficiently in skin lesion segmentation. Since
the NS depends mainly on its three subsets, namely T , I ,
and F, using different definitions of the NS filters have a great
impact on the performance of the NS in image processing.
This work introduced new definitions of the NS subset and
improved the overall performance of skin lesion segmentation in dermoscopic images. An experiment was taken on
the proposed definition with different filters’ combinations
including the default filter of using Sobel with median filter.
In addition, other combinations and segmentation methods,
such as GC and k-means were examined. Furthermore, several evaluation metrics were measured on the images from the
public ISIC2016 dataset.
The results established the superiority of the proposed
combination using unsharp 5 × 5 with average 3 × 3 which
achieved the best measured metric values of 96% accuracy,
99% specificity, and 83% sensitivity as well as 0.91 Dice
and 0.83 JAC. However, the proposed design took the longest
computational time of 22.07 seconds compared to the other
combinations.
In future, a new dermoscopic image segmentation
approach based on the proposed NS definition can be
improved with other segmentation methods. Moreover,
the same proposed segmentation algorithm can be used
for segmenting in different medical applications including
advanced diseases’ images and identify the diseases as well
as this new NS filters representation can be generalized with
natural images dataset of different sizes.
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